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Acceptability of a vocational advice service for patients consulting in primary care with musculoskeletal pain: a qualitative exploration of the experiences of general practitioners, vocational advisors, and patients

Abstract
Aims: To explore the experiences of GPs, vocational advisors and patients towards a new vocational advice (VA) service in primary care, using qualitative interviews. Methods This study was nested within the Study of Work And Pain (SWAP) cluster randomised controlled trial. The SWAP trial located a VA service within three general practices in Staffordshire. Interviews took place with 10 GPs 12 months after the introduction of the VA service, 4 vocational advisors whilst the VA service was running and 20 patients on discharge from the VA service. The data were analysed using the 'constant comparative' method, which is a variation of grounded theory. Results: The key factors determining the acceptability and perceived effectiveness of the VA service from the perspective of the three groups of stakeholders were 1) the timing of referrals to the VA, 2) the perceived lack of patient demand for the service, and 3) role uncertainty experienced by VAs. Conclusions Early vocational intervention may not be appropriate for all musculoskeletal patients with work difficulties. Indeed, many patients felt they did not require the support of a VA, either because they had self-limiting work difficulties and/or already had support mechanisms in place to return to work. Future VA interventions may be better implemented in a targeted way so that appropriate patients are identified with characteristics which can best be addressed by the VA service.

Introduction
Musculoskeletal pain has a major impact on work, with resulting work absence it is one of the largest contributors to the cost of musculoskeletal disorders [1]. In 2013/2014 the number of UK employees reporting these disorders was 526,000, leading to a total of 8.3 million lost working days [2]. There is also a growing move towards preventing unnecessary sickness absence and its deleterious effects [5, 6], with recognition that return-to-work is not a discrete, ‘all or nothing’ event, but rather a process in which the individual prepares for, moves closer to, and engages in work [7, 8]. The issue of health and work has become a priority in both the UK and Europe [9, 10]. Within the UK there is pressure to manage the health and work interface in primary care; this is underpinned by a report by Waddell et al
(2008) [11] stating that general practitioners (GPs) play a key role in advising and supporting patients about work, and indeed they are the primary providers of vocational rehabilitation advice. UK Physiotherapists may offer limited advice about return to work, they are not specifically trained for this purpose, and the responsibility largely falls with the GP. However, both Waddell et al (2008) [11] and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence pathway for managing long-term sickness absence (2009) [12] emphasise the need to involve other appropriate health professionals who have specific skills and expertise in vocational rehabilitation, that can deliver vocational advice and support to patients. GPs have reported that they lack the training and are ill-equipped to deal with patients’ concerns about work (31).

Vocational rehabilitation is directed to, and has the primary goal of, improving capability for work and translating that into actually working. Vocational rehabilitation has been defined as “a process to overcome the barriers an individual faces when accessing, remaining or returning to work following injury, illness or impairment” [16]. As such, vocational rehabilitation may be considered a complex intervention. Complex interventions in healthcare inevitably involve human interactions and consequently include a ‘social’ dimension which needs to be evaluated to understand barriers and enablers of the intervention (Craig et al 2008) [17]. In this paper we examine the acceptability of the introduction of a vocational advice service into primary care through the Study of Work and Pain (SWAP) cluster randomised controlled trial (RCT) [18]) from the experiences of three stakeholders.

**Methods**

This qualitative study was part of a cluster RCT and involved three groups of participants; General practitioners (GPs) at participating general practices, vocational advisors (VAs) offering the new service and patients referred to the VA [18]. Ethical approval was obtained from XXX in April 2012 (reference: XXX) [Blinded].

**VA service**

The VA service was located in three GP intervention practices in Staffordshire for 18 months. GPs were asked to refer patients who were employed but who consulted with musculoskeletal
pain and were absent from work for less than six months or were struggling at work due to pain. The VA service was based on stepped care and case management principles.

Training and mentoring of vocational advisors
Four healthcare practitioners were recruited to vocational advisor posts to deliver the new VA service, (three actually delivered the service). VAs attended a four day training programme (developed by the team and reported separately), and a half day update prior to the start of the service. Monthly mentoring meetings took place where the VAs provided each other with peer support and discussed issues arising with clinicians experienced in managing work-related issues. All three treating VAs were trained physiotherapists. Further information about the intervention development is published elsewhere [18].

Qualitative interviews
Semi-structured interviews were used to explore the experiences of the VA service from the perspectives of GPs, VAs and patients. GP qualitative interviews (n=10) at 12 months after commencement of the service, were conducted in the GP consulting room and lasted 15 to 45 minutes, interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. All GPs in each practice were approached for interview. The majority of GPs who were approached via a study coordinator and a practice manager, agreed to an interview. Reasons for non-participation included: a) not in the practice at the time of visit by research team for interview, b) too busy. Topic guides focused discussions on barriers and enablers of the VA service, the influence of practice routines, procedures, and practice culture. VA’s were interviewed four times, at baseline (prior to the start of the VA service but after the VA training programme) and at 1, 6 and 12 months after the VA service began. Interviews explored how their knowledge, confidence and experience of providing the VA service evolved. VA’s were contacted informally via email by the study PI to arrange a convenient time for an interview. Interviews were conducted in person at the research team’s University department. Patients (n=20) consenting to be contacted were invited to take part in semi-structured telephone interviews following discharge from the VA service. We sampled our participants from the 'intervention' arm of the trial (those receiving vocational advice – 158 patients) using the characteristics of gender, age and musculoskeletal complaint to recruit a broad range of patients and opinions. Patients were approached by letter, following which an interview time and date was agreed. The final sample was broadly representative of the population of patients in the intervention arm of the
trial, in relation to age, sex and musculoskeletal problems. We mailed invitation letters to patients in the intervention arm, in three separate phases, resulting in a total of 102 letters to consenting trial participants, recruiting a total of 20 participants (11 women and 9 men). We do not have data on reasons for refusal to participate, and we did not follow up refusals with subsequent invitations. Table 1 describes the patients’ characteristics. The focus of the interviews was on how beneficial the VA contact had been and whether patients perceived added value in the VA advice. Interviews also explored the patients’ specific musculoskeletal problem and the impact on their work (and vice-versa). Following 20 interviews no new insights from the data were being identified, culminating in a decision to end data collection. Interviews lasted approximately 40 minutes on average, and were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Analysis
Transcripts were analysed and coded independently by two research team members, who met regularly to compare and discuss their interpretations throughout the duration of the fieldwork, using a variation of grounded theory, particularly the ‘constant comparative’ method. Both researchers also conducted the interviews. [19]. The themes were analysed in parallel with data collection rather than left to the end, as consistent with qualitative research methodology. Each participant groups’ interviews were coded resulting in the generation of three separate coding frameworks (eg. for the GPs, VAs and patients) which were then discussed by the wider research team at three half day meetings, to refine the key themes. The codes were eventually adapted and amalgamated into three separate coding frames, to provide a final framework and overview of the themes as a whole. Results will be presented using direct quotations to illustrate the key themes relating to stakeholder experiences and perceived acceptability of the VA service.

Results
GPs’ views
GPs suggested that although VAs could provide an alternative way of managing patients with complex work-related difficulties there was a lack of engagement and feedback between them and VAs leading to a mismatch between the objectives of the VA service, to support a faster return-to-work, and GPs’ clinical management. The strict referral criteria were an obstacle to GP acceptability. These key barriers are discussed with examples below.
Feedback
A key source of confusion for GPs (eg. the potential value of the VA versus uncertainty as to their role) was the lack of feedback about the impact of the VA service on individual patients.

……if you’re only referring one (patient) every three or four weeks, you’re not that confident about what the service can do and how it should be done, you’re not getting that, kind of, feedback. When you start referring a few more you see that there is positive benefits to it. (GP 5)

The analysis highlights two issues: first, GPs were unsure about how to apply the referral criteria leading to a low initial number of patients referred. Second, as GPs claimed they did not receive feedback from the VAs on whether patients' work problems had been resolved they were unclear about the effectiveness of the service.

“Authority”
The majority of GPs viewed the VA as offering a ‘signposting’ facility, but also someone with limited authority to enforce changes to employment arrangements of patients.

If you signpost to your employer, saying that you can go and talk to your employer about this, if the employer is not engaged then it still doesn’t help. (GP 20)

GPs were sceptical about the effectiveness of the VA where the employer refused to accommodate the patient’s musculoskeletal pain problem or work difficulties. Scepticism related to GPs feeling that VAs’ suggestions cannot be followed up by patients because of reasons beyond their control. This presented a notable barrier to service acceptance by GPs.

And that’s all I hear, ‘Do you want me to do you a sick note for lighter duties? Do you want me to do this?’ ‘I can’t, if you do that I’ll lose 20% of my pay. I can’t afford to go on part time. I can’t afford to. I just need more pain killers because I have to stay at work.’ (GP 6)
According to this GP, patients often requested help with their pain problem that was interfering with work performance rather than with their specific work difficulties.

Timing

A central theme identified by GPs, but also acknowledged by VAs and patients was around the appropriate timing of referral to the VA service. The quotation below refers specifically to the ‘timing’ of the service which was aimed towards patients very early in their episode of work absence or those struggling to remain in work.

So the problem is, that I don’t refer the month one, because half the time I’m not convinced it’s gonna become a significant issue. And the people I want to refer are people who, maybe, have had arthritis in their knee or back pain for the past four or five years. (GP 6)

Timing was a key factor in GPs’ assessment of the suitability of patients for the service, which we identified as the length of time an individual had been off work.

Flexibility of referral criteria

Our argument in this paper builds on the sense-making process of GPs, who expressed thoughts about what they believed the VA service ought to be for, but which was often at odds with what was formally defined as their role in the trial (to refer only patients with musculoskeletal pain). GPs felt that VAs should deal with patients with a broader range of long-term conditions. GPs also claimed that they relied on their own experience of forecasting what will become a chronic problem, which again did not accord with the referral criteria; hence the disjuncture between their routine clinical approach of ‘wait and see’ and the proactive management required by the service to refer patients to the VA.

I guess, from my perspective, I know which sorts of patients I want…It’s that thing that, actually, exclusion criteria suddenly create these barriers where you’re not allowing us to make a judgement …. (GP 6)

GPs stated that patient complexity was a priority issue in their everyday practice, but they perceived that these were not dealt with by the VA service whose focus was only on
musculoskeletal problems. Therefore, the referral criteria did not always fit into their everyday practice. This creates a level of ambiguity and leads to the adoption of two strategies by GPs: first, not referring patients who could be eligible; second, referring people who do not fit referral criteria.

**VAs’ views**

VAs claimed that early referral of patients with little or even no work absence meant that their vocational skills could not be adequately deployed, due to the relatively limited work difficulties. They believed that for most patients referred to them, resolution of the health problem would lead to an improvement of work difficulties, and since many patients were able to self-manage their pain and return-to-work the VAs were unable to offer additional help.

But we also have to demonstrate that we’re adding value to their patients which is difficult to do when the patient is being referred so early down the line… So the difficulty is weeding out those who really need the advice and adding value really to the service itself because essentially if we’re just contacting patients who have already put together a (return-to-work) plan we’re not going to be adding value. (QVA3 6 months)

The following VA is alluding to the danger that the VA service may be perceived as a useful referral pathway for ‘challenging’ patients.

They might not refer appropriate people, they might send people who are just difficult for them to manage and they’ll think there’s somewhere to send them… (QVA4 6 months)

It is important to note that patients presenting with either long or short term work and pain difficulties to their GP could both be viewed as ‘challenging’.

The problem of ‘inappropriate’ referrals to the service could potentially be resolved in two ways: improving clarity of referral criteria, or routinizing the service as part of the repertoire of options for GPs to support patients. For instance, the process of familiarisation and
increased awareness of the VA service by GPs is likely to lead to ‘fine tuning’ of the referral criteria, so only those patients who are judged suitable are referred.

Social etiquette
There was a need for ‘soft’ conversations between VAs and GPs to foster greater engagement and awareness of the VA’s role.

Once I’ve hooked a GP, I’ve tried to then feed him [laughs] with information, so that, hopefully, he’ll generate more referrals. But that’s a bit frustrating if then they’ve sent one and it’s ineligible, because they then think, ‘Oh, it’s not suitable,’ and, you know, ‘who is suitable then?’ So, then, having a softer conversation with someone about, ‘Well, actually, that was great. Thank you for the referral, but I couldn’t help him this time, blur, blur.’ (QVA2 12 Months)

In situations where VAs spotted a chance to talk with GPs, they exercised professional etiquette as means of facilitating GP engagement with the VA role, though on the whole this strategy had limited effect as opportunities for conversation were rare given the busy working environment of general practice.

‘Selling it the right way’
VAs expressed some frustration over their lack of awareness about, and ability to control, the way patients were identified as suitable for referral to a VA and how the VA service was initially presented to patients by GPs.

I think the GP’s time constraints limits them in identifying or delving deeper into what, you know what the real issues are. So a five minute consultation there’s only so much a GP can get and extract during that period of time with the patient and it takes a very skilful GP to be able to extract all that information within that very small space of time. (QVA3 6 months)

VAs thought that the way GPs explained the VA service to patients did not relate to patients’ own normative assumptions regarding work participation, absence and managing their work
and pain problem. This suggests that ‘one size does not fit all’, and GPs need to align their explanations with the expectations of patients.

Role tensions
VAs reported role tensions between their existing professional training (physiotherapy) which they were discouraged to deploy during VA consultations, and their new VA role. They reported feeling that they 'shifted' into their more traditional role as a physiotherapist when they felt unable to help patients with work difficulties. Again, this seems directly related to the type of patients referred to the VA service with short-term work difficulties.

But I think you do go back to your comfort zone. I just know physio and I know I'm happy with that and I can see the benefit of it. This is such a new role that that’s difficult to see sometimes (QVA3 6 months)

VAs used their physiotherapy knowledge and training to enhance their relationship with patients in circumstances when they could not resolve their work problems.

Patients’ views
Many patients suggested that the VA service offered limited benefits. One reason was that they believed they were referred inappropriately since they did not require support to return-to-work, echoing the sentiments of both VAs and GPs.

Yeah it was very nice of her to offer the advice but, you know, we’d already been through all the alternatives. The real alternative was that you give your job in and pack everything up. (Patient 31-Male-64 years)

Many patients did not believe that the VA could help them beyond what they were already doing for themselves. This was particularly the case with self-employed people.

I got the impression that all she tried to do was just trying to get me back into work. And I thought, 'Well, I'm doing that myself. I don't want to be off work. I've had no wages. Honestly. (Patient 79-Male-55 years)
A VA’s input was more useful in instances where patients experienced long-standing work difficulties or who had long term chronic health problems.

**VA role uncertainty**

Patients were confused about the boundary between GPs and VAs in managing work related problems, raising the question of who had the appropriate skills and knowledge to offer effective help.

I think, initially, I thought, you know, ‘How far do I take things with her?’ you know, ‘Who do I go to, the GP or the vocational advisor?’ I think that some clarification was needed with that [right], as to who was actually in charge. (Patient 34-Female 39 years)

Yet others were sceptical about a VAs true intentions who they thought might attempt to conduct a fit for work assessment on their eligibility to work.

You hear of these things like Fitness to Work, Fitness to Practice and whatever, which [yeah], you know, you’re thinking, ‘Is my job gonna be safe?’ and that. (Patient 128-Female-53 years)

These examples indicate the importance of role clarity so that patients have accurate information about the service provided. Other patients echoed GPs’ sentiments that VAs lacked the authority to enforce change in the workplace.

It’s just that I feel that they would have been pretty powerless to do anything had my situation been more severe [right] with my current employer [right]. (Patient 10-Male-51 years)

Other patients expressed the opinion that a VA service was inappropriate for them as they preferred to either resolve the work and health difficulty alone or to visit the GP.

So if I come to that I was in pain I’d go to my doctor rather than phone in [to a VA]. (Patient 458-Female-50 years)
This suggests that the primary problem for many patients referred to the VA may be the underlying musculoskeletal condition, not ‘work’, echoing the VAs’ sentiments. This could also reflect uncertainty about the role of the VA on the patients’ part.

‘Soft’ side

When patients received advice from the VA, they valued the moral support and appreciated the less ‘tangible’ benefits such as having ‘someone to talk to’. Advice on returning to work or how best to manage the work difficulty was felt to be less useful.

So it was good to have the phone call support, which was more independent, because that was over the telephone and I felt that he was looking after my best interests rather than work’s. The occupational health lady was looking after work rather than….

(Patient 338-Female-47 years)

Others believed that the VA could add legitimacy to their pain problem.

You felt that you’d got somebody else on your side, and [yeah] supporting you, really, because, you know, if you’ve got a broken arm they can see it, it’s in a cast and whatever, whereas, you know, they do say a lot of people ‘put on’ the fact that they’ve got back pain, depression, or whatever. (Patient 636-Male-54 years)

Discussion

The findings identify three overarching themes espoused by the three groups of stakeholders; a) timing of referrals b) patient need and c) VA role uncertainty.

The timing of referrals appeared to be central to the acceptability of the VA service by all three stakeholders. Whilst early intervention has been advocated to prevent long-term sickness absence it appears that intervening too early is also problematic, as many patients in our study self-managed their pain and work absence and felt that they did not need a service to assist with this [4]. There are no other studies that have attempted a work-focused intervention at such an early stage of work absence. However, early intervention has been found to be effective when ‘early’ is defined as after two weeks of absence [20, 21]. Our
results suggest that waiting until work absence becomes a little more established, when patients are struggling to manage it themselves, is perhaps the time to intervene. A period of 'watchful' waiting and ongoing assessment before referring to the VA service might alleviate some of the problems highlighted here. It would allow GPs to ensure that they are identifying those patients who might benefit the most from the VA and it would increase the likelihood that it could offer added value if targeted at the group of patients with more complex work difficulties.

The second key theme related to patient need for the VA service. Patients claimed that VA input was largely unnecessary because they had either returned-to-work or were already in receipt of help and support. The emphasis on return-to-work was felt to be too strong and required further refinement, so that VA advice could be tailored to the specific needs of individual patients, such as their difficulties with their pain problem. Patients were uncertain about the precise purpose of the VA role and were consequently reluctant to seek advice [22]. The findings can be summarised in theoretical terms as a system of matching and mismatching expectations, representing different stakeholder groups. Based on May et al’s (2010) Normalization Process Theory the service lacked ‘coherence’ to all stakeholders involved, namely the ‘fit’ with their expectations of how work difficulties should be approached [23].

The third key theme revealed the presence of VA role uncertainty, expressed in different ways by all stakeholders. Professionals providing vocational rehabilitation are typically trained in a health-related occupation. Clinical expertise might therefore be considered an important prerequisite for the role [24]. The VAs who delivered the service were physiotherapists who sometimes applied their physiotherapy knowledge to provide advice when work difficulties seemed too challenging, as a means of maintaining continuity within the professional-client encounter. This was a resourceful attempt to shift focus back to the clinical problem as a means of ‘maintaining’ the relationship with the patient following unsuccessful attempts to resolve work difficulties. A finding also reported by Blakeman et al (2011) in relation to the adoption of alternative strategies by GPs as a mechanism for preserving the doctor-patient relationship [25]. As such, work and health problems were viewed separately by the VAs requiring different approaches for resolution; health required
clinical knowledge whilst work difficulties demanded an altogether different skill set which the VAs were beginning to acquire.

There are competencies that have been highlighted and should be accounted for when recruiting to the role of vocational advisor. These include clinical knowledge which was not found to be a key requirement in either a systematic review or focus groups with vocational advisors [26, 27]. It has been suggested that interpersonal skills may be more important than a health background when defining the VA role [29, 30]. The level of clinical knowledge required for the VA role is centred on understanding the potential for disability or functional limitations that a condition leads to, and hence the likely impact on work participation [24]. Coutou et al (2011) stress the importance of acknowledging workers' health, illness and work related representations, and that rehabilitation success is determined by workers transitioning from a less mechanistic to a more functional (eg. what they are able to achieve within their limits) view of health [28]. This represents a shift from a solely biomedical to a social model of rehabilitation. The purpose of our study was to support the management of patients’ work difficulties over and above the clinical problem. However, the integration of the VAs clinical background within the newly acquired VA role may have given them greater credibility vis-a-vis GPs and patients, and the option to apply their clinical skills to the overall vocational rehabilitation programme. Indeed, they claimed that their clinical skills could add value to their new vocational advice role, since they could offer advice on physical pain problems if they felt unable to move forward with work difficulties. Finally, it is important to recognise that changing VAs’ and GPs’ behaviour to facilitate engagement in a new intervention is not only about removing organisational obstacles but also equipping professionals with the skills to negotiate occupational boundaries in complex multidisciplinary contexts.

**Strengths and limitations**

We employed a qualitative grounded theory study design for this complex intervention, in preference to using a predetermined theoretical framework, which has led to hitherto unreported insights. These will provide a helpful resource for future similar vocational advice interventions in primary care in the UK and internationally. The inclusion of three stakeholders was a strength of this study. GPs and the VAs were interviewed at multiple time-points which allowed the examination of acceptability over time. We did not interview employers given that there was no direct contact between the VAs and employers in the trial.
The introduction of new services into established routines will involve behaviour change, and an understanding of how these changes impact on those affected ensures that embedding new occupational roles in healthcare settings can take account of “lessons learned”.
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